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Presenter
Presentation Notes
At 10.20 a.m. 18 February 2011 Jack was admitted to the Children's Assessment Unit (CAU) Jack a 6 year old boy with Down’s syndrome was referred by his GP to the emergency department at Leicester Royal Infirmary with a 12 hour history of diarrhoea and vomiting and difficulty in breathingJack had been very unwell overnight and the GP was very concernedNote:  This is a frequent presentation to hospital in children and in the vast majority of cases is treated with the right amount and mix of fluids together with drugs to stop the vomiting



Children are not just small adults

Adult Child

Average 
pulse 90

BP 
80/50

Average 
pulse 72

BP 
120/80

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Children are very different to care for than adultsTheir pulse rate and blood pressure are considerably differentThey blood volume is differentThey deteriorate much more quickly but also recover much more quicklyEven their anatomy is different – for example children don’t have fully formed bones in their knees until they are around 12There is a specialism for paediatrics for both doctors and nurses  However there is and has been a significant national shortage of these specialist staff for some time Not all hospitals have this kind of unit and even if they do not all of them are staffed by the right staffIsabel Amaro was not a paediatric nurse



Initial conditions
Return from 14 months maternity leave

No formal induction

Unaware of any changes to policies

Not enough doctors on the rota

Interrupted handover

Alone in charge

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hadiza was recently back from 14 months maternity leaveShe had not received any formal induction for her new role and was unaware of any changes to policies over the last 14 monthsRota gaps meant Hadiza had to cover the work of 2 other doctorsThe morning handover between the night shift and day shift was not completed due to an arrest call that interrupted itHadiza was alone in charge of the paediatric emergency department and children's assessment unit with no senior consultant available as he was working in another hospital site 



Initial assessment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jack was immediately seen by Hadiza whose initial assessment was considered ‘faultless’Checked his blood for infectionOrdered a chest x-ray to check for infectionPrescribed the right fluids and treated for acute gastro-enteritis and dehydrationIn any child a medical history is taken - Jack had been born with a hole in the heart repaired at 4.5 months of age; in most cases these are diagnosed and treated successfully with few or no complicationsJack was on an drug called enalapril for his heart conditionEnalapril works by decreasing certain chemicals that tighten the blood vessels, so blood flows more smoothly and the heart can pump blood more With this history it is really important not to overload the heart – so the rate at which the fluids can be given would be slower than a child without a heart defect



pH 7

lactate 11

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The blood results were (1) a pH of 7 and (2) a lactate of 11A pH of 7 is neutral. The normal blood pH is between 7.35 and 7.45The lower the pH, the more acidic the blood. A variety of factors affect blood pH including what is ingested, vomiting, diarrhoea, lung function, kidney function, and infection. A normal lactate level is 0.5-1When the oxygen level is low, carbohydrate breaks down for energy and makes lactic acid – this then lowers the flow of blood and oxygen through the bodyNote:This is where it gets really tricky In 2011 lactate was not routinely tested in ill patientsA high lactate level could be due to heart failure, shock or a severe infection (such as sepsis)The three different things that could have been happening to Jack



False reassurance

The deceptive world of paediatrics
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Presentation Notes
Hadiza was cautious about fluid administration because of Jack's heart disease, and she rechecked his status – he had perked up, was playful and laughing and far more resistant when Hadiza repeated the blood test.  However there was a problem with the blood test equipment and it was unable to record the repeat lactate (which was never known) but recorded a ph. of 7.24Remember the normal blood pH is between 7.35 and 7.45 so it is moving in the right direction.  This confirmed for Hadiza that her working diagnosis of shock from viral gastroenteritis wasn’t unreasonable.  In hindsight, this is either:confirmation or confirmation biasa mark of clinical acumen or a flaw of judgmentFalse reassurance?A quite child is worryingA baby that doesn’t cry when having blood taken is extremely worryingA child like Jack who ‘perked up, was playful and resistant to have his blood taken’ sounds relatively well but…
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The chest x-ray was performed at 12:30 pm – two hours after admissionAlthough it wasn’t reviewed by Hadiza until 3 pm after the second set of blood testsHadiza’s mindset was that Jack had perked up and his ph was improvingAlso in the NHS it is easy to forget the chest x-ray you ordered when you are rushing around a large number of very sick children partly also because a doctor is not informed when the x-ray is done they have to remember and then go and find out the resultThey are also not informed if there is something abnormal on it – the onus is on the doctor to find out.  So When Hadiza returned to visit Jack on her third she reviews the chest x-ray and considers a possible chest infection.At this point she prescribes antibiotics but these were not given immediately and he received them around an hour later
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At this stage in Jack’s eventual diagnosis of sepsis it was not considered as likely and this has caused a lot of criticismHowever, it is really important to realise that at the time of Jack’s admission in 2011 we didn’t know a whole lot about sepsis and awareness of both the condition and treatment was low. Since around 2014 there has been a massive campaign to raise awareness and today a diagnosis of sepsis would be almost the first thing people would think.  Hadiza is very much being judged by the knowledge we have today and not the knowledge she had then.Sepsis even when diagnosed has a high mortality even with the best of care.  We now know that if there is a suspected Sepsis then patients need antibiotics within one hour of that diagnosis-  so in hindsight either the GP or Hadiza should have prescribed antibiotics as a first course of action.However we are also told that there is a worrying increase in antibiotic resistance infections across the world caused by over prescribing of antibiotics and there has been a counter campaign to think very carefully before prescribing in order to limit this world wide issue.Despite the fact that Hadiza did not immediately diagnose sepsis, her management of Jack was considered thoughtful - many can’t fathom that a doctor can be thoughtful but still be wrong



Ongoing conditions throughout the day

She was bleeped incessantly which leads to constant 
distractions

She was running around the hospital – up and down flights of stairs to 
various wards, dashing to the nearest phone to answer the bleep

The doctors in her team were new to paediatrics so she was left to do 
tasks they would normally do such as a highly technical procedure 
(lumbar puncture) on another patient with suspected meningitis

IT systems failure
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Presentation Notes
In addition Hadiza and her team were trying to cope with the IT systems that were down at the timeOne of the juniors on her team spent most of the time calling pathology for results for their patientsWhen Hadiza phoned pathology for Jack’s results, a frustrated individual, frustrated at being phoned for results all day, recited all of Jack’s results, including creatinineNormally, what happens is that the results go straight into the patient’s records and the abnormal results are highlighted and the doctor alertedJack’s creatinine was mildly elevatedIn the rushed conversation she was not told that it was elevatedWhen you’re reliant on a system which flags abnormal results it’s easy to miss a mild abnormality when it’s not flagged



Nursing
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There was a shortage of nurses and Jack was looked after by Isabel Amaro an agency nurse who was not a specialist paediatric nurseHis vital signs were not being recorded as often as they should have been and there was no record of how much fluid was going in and how much was coming out (by weighing the nappies) which is vital if you want to know if someone is dehydrated or overloaded with fluidThe nurse, Isabel, turned off a monitoring equipment without telling Hadiza because she felt he was looking much betterThe nurses failed to inform Hadiza that the x-rays were ready to view and then failed to administer the antibiotics until an hour after being prescribedHadiza was blamed for not spotting the failings of the nursing staff



6 pm
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Hadiza reassessed Jack for the fourth time – he was playful, like a 6 year old should be, and seemed to be heading in the right directionThis reassurance meant that she:Did not look at his observation chartDid not feel the need for consultant review Asked for him to be transferred to the ward for observationWhat she did now know was that:Even though he appeared to be mentally alert and playful his body was struggling internally with an infection (Streptococcus A septicaemia i.e. sepsis)His circulatory system was in what is described as compensation mode – when the body constricts the arteries to try to keep the blood pressure and heart rate at normal levels 
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Jack was transferred to the ward.  Hadiza had stopped the enalapril on purpose.  However, the hospital had a new policy that family members can give the drugs to patients without them being written on the drug chart.  Hadiza was not aware of this policy.Jack’s mother asked the nurse if she could give the enalapril.  The nurse asked one of the other junior doctors, who said it was fine for Jack’s mother to give the enalapril.Lets be clear it was not the fault of Jack’s mother for giving Jack the enalapril, she did what she thought was the right thing to do and checked that this was OK with healthcare staff.  We need to recall what enalapril does:It works by decreasing certain chemicals that tighten the blood vessels, so blood flows more smoothly and the heart can pump blood more Enalapril dilated Jack’s arteries which had been doing their best to keep the blood pressure upAfter enalapril his blood pressure dropped significantly and an hour later he went into cardiac arrestTo many doctors the ‘fatal blow’ for Jack was the enalapril



Mistaken identity
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When Jack went into cardiac arrest the doctors were urgently bleepedHadiza had worked 13 hours straight without any breaks.  She was exhaustedEarlier in the day a paediatric oncologist told her over the phone that a child with an incurable brain tumour was “not for resuscitation” and was going to be moved to a palliative care facility.Hadiza scribbled the ward and bed the child was in, and committed that information to memory however, the child with the brain tumour was sent to a palliative care facility.  Hadiza was not told about his discharge and she still believed the child was still in the hospital bed she had written down and remembered.Jack was sent to this child’s bed – i.e. same ward, same bed, as the child who was not for resuscitation.Despite Hadiza being at her wits end, she still had the wherewithal to recall the child who was not for resuscitation.  Sadly she got his location magnificently right, but was still terribly wrong as it was Jack who was in the bed – so she briefly called the resuscitation off until someone clarified for her who was in the bed.



Jack died at 9.20 pm

11 hours after admission with a final 
diagnosis of Group A Streptococcus 

Sepsis



Presenter
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For Jack’s grieving parents they had lost a very much loved son.  For Jack’s mum she has spent four years tormenting herself about whether she could have done more.She said:I trusted that they knew what they were doing. But they didn't.When we were leaving, and I was thanking them, the doctor was sobbing.  She said she was sorry the outcome wasn't different.  I felt sorry for her. I thought they'd done their best.  You assume that, don't you?At home the next day, Jack’s Mum received a call from Hadiza, from her mobile phone.  At the time, she thought it kind. But… Now I wonder if she was trying to establish how much I knew about what had happened. Or did she just feel guilty?For the family:It took two years for the hospital to apologise — then they did it by letterEverything was confrontational.  They wanted legal representation at the inquest — as they needed someone who understood the system and we felt that morally the hospital should pay for that since they had admitted mistakes were madeThe hospital said no, but when they turned up had five legal representativesThe family ended up mortgaging the house for another £10,000 to get their own lawyer 



Manslaughter by gross 
negligence

“truly exceptionally bad”

Presenter
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Hadiza was asked by her consultant to list the errors she made and told to take some time off.  She was interrogated by the police.  She was unsupported, lonely, frightened and unable to sleep.  The decided there was no case to pursue.The hospital investigated and concluded a collection of system issues but no individual culpability –no single root cause for the death could be identified, yet the report was never heard in court.  The case was referred to the coroner and an expert witness claimed that Jack’s death was preventable, that Hadiza’s clinical judgement was below par and her poor management contributed to his death.In December 2014 the CPS decided to prosecute Hadiza, Isabel Amaro the agency nurse and the ward sister Ms Taylor and tried in 2015.  the case against Ms Taylor was subsequently dropped.Hadiza fell apart in the cross examination.  She was not very good at sticking up for herself. No one seemed to make allowances for the fact that Jack died from sepsis a very difficult illness to diagnose and treat and no one seemed to make allowances for the catalogue of things that stacked up against Hadiza doing a good job.The conclusion of the courts were that Hadiza was “truly exceptionally bad”  as she failed to appreciate Jack’s initial clinical presentation and the significance of the elevated lactate and creatinine.  Hadiza was given a sentence of two years imprisonment suspended for two years and ordered to pay £25,000 in costsHadiza was initially suspended from the GMC register. 
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The outpouring of concern among medics for Hadiza was really hard on Jack’s family.For bereaved families seeking justice, there is a danger that the very complexity of medical error—the interplay of individual, systemic, and human factors—leaves no-one accountable.  Jack’s family wanted someone to be responsible and they wanted that to be Hadiza.Jack’s Mum says that the legal proceedings of seven years has meant that the family have not had time to properly grieve his death.  



The appeal
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The GMC wanted Hadiza to be struck off from the medical register because they felt that her care of Jack fell so short of the expected standard, that her return to practice would not only endanger patients but undermine public confidence in the medical profession.  So were successful in changing the suspension to a removal.  The GMC’s decision to do this led to global exposure of the case. Disagreement with the GMC’s action unified the medical profession in a way not seen in years. Hadiza appealed this decision with help from a crowd funding group of doctors.At appeal Hadiza was reinstated to the GMC register because the court found:Unblemished record as a doctor and of good characterNo evidence of any concerns regarding clinical competency before or after the ‘offence’Multiple systemic failures identified on that day by many including the hospital investigationNo evidence to suggest that the actions were deliberate or recklessHadiza was considered a competent and useful doctor who presented no material danger to the public and can provide considerable useful future service to society



Public trust
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Jack’s family feel that the public trust in the NHS will suffer because of the court’s decision to over turn the GMC’s decisionShe said: We feel absolutely devastated and let down. What they have done is a mockery of the justice system She has contributed to a child’s death, but she’ll be able to work again What does it take to be struck off as a doctor? We can’t believe that she is allowed to practise again after a conviction like thisThe public will lose trust in the NHS because of this rulingThey have set a precedent for doctors to do whatever they like, with no punishment. How does that protect the public?Her face his known nationally and internationally now if someone gives her a job how are parents supposed to react if they bring their children to her for treatmentAll the people I have spoken to say they would not let her near their childrenThe court has opened a can of worms and other struck off doctors will appeal



Consequences for Isabel
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Isabel Amaro was not a specialist paediatric nurse but expected to perform as one – her only reference will be the adults she normally cares for.She was removed from the nursing and midwifery registerShe too has a suspended sentence and conviction against her nameThe nursing and midwifery council has no plans to review her caseThe social media support for Isabel seems non-existentHer case has not made the same headlines or garnered the same public support



Williams Review
• An agreed and clear position on the law on gross negligence 

manslaughter

• Improving the use of experts in gross negligence cases

• Improving quality of local investigations

• Clarity on the use of doctors reflections

• Improvements to and consistency of professional regulation and 
reduction in powers for the GMC

• Equality and diversity standards for professional regulators

• Support for patients and their families during fitness to practise 
hearings
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Across the medical profession there has been a loud, collective gasp of amazement at the double tragedy of Jack Adcock’s death and Hadiza’s painful seven year journey through the criminal justice systemThe case has shined a very clear light on how “blame” never advances patient safety. The rallying cry was ‘why was it that two individuals were convicted when they were working in a system so compromised that over 70 actions had to be taken by Leicester Royal Infirmary staff in order to improve how sick children were managed in future’. It has led to 2 reviews:Williams ReviewGeneral Medical Council Review



The numbers 2013 to 2018

151 Referred for gross negligence 
manslaughter

- 43 no further action
- 3 prosecuted and acquitted
- 16 ongoing as at March 2018
= 4 prosecuted and convicted
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When something has gone wrong ..it is probably true to say it has gone right many times before ..and that it will go right many times in the future and yet people are judged by one error or incident for the rest of their careers.Defined by one bad day.Should we remove people from practice who work hard but are so physically and mentally exhausted by their working conditions that they fail to make a sound professional judgement on a single occasion?Should they be deleted from the registers for making mistakes that are a result of being so overworked and under-resourced that they cannot provide the care that is safest, best and most appropriate for their patient?Why is it only frontline staff who publicly carry the can?



“It could be me”

Presenter
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How many of us would survive the microscopic scrutiny of our actions on one of our less successful days when things could or should have gone better? Doctors work with the daily risk of tragedy, which can happen despite years of doing our very best. The term “lightning rod” has been used to describe this case in how it has highlighted the issues of critical understaffing, rota gaps, and working conditions for many healthcare professionals across UK healthcare. The accusation that in some way this was “doctors protecting doctors” fails to take account of the “it could be me” feeling shared by thousands of doctors who have to make decisions on busy shifts in over-stretched hospitals across the land. This was a genuine attempt by thousands of doctors to usher in an open, safer, and fairer culture for patients and their families, as well as themselves. It was also about the misconception that single individuals must be held accountable when a tragedy happens in healthcare where systems failures are the norm. We should learn from Hadiza herself who has always been honest about her own errors when she stated that she hoped the decisions in her case would in “some way improve working conditions of many junior doctors.” 



Out of the pain must come healing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Every single one of us as humans and healthcare practitioners want to do our very best.We in this room are united in the exploration of what a just culture means for our different industries but also for society and communities across the globeThe most important outcome of these tragic events must be that we try to minimise the risk of them recurring. This can be achieved by creating a restorative just culture where the learning from error, difficult decisions and unexpected events is seen as a top priority.A just culture that requires that both patients, their families and staff are treated fairly. This will save thousands of lives in future and avoid regression to individual blame in cases of errors involved in complex healthcare-related deaths. 
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